
Andreas Nilsson
Game Designer, generalist, artist and scripter

Details:
- Number: 0768032325
- E-Mail: andynilssonatwork@gmail.com
- Portfolio: https://andreasnilssongamedev.com/

Education
- Bachelor's Degree in scripting and design from Södertörns Högskola in

Flemingsberg.

- During my time at Södertörns I studied general game design and game
development in Unity Engine. I also Learned scripting in C# programming
language.

- Diploma in Game Design at Future Games in Stockholm.

- At Future Games I learned how to work in the Unreal Engine along with
utilizing blueprinting for tech design.

Employment
- Security Guard for G4S in Stockholm

- For a brief period before I started my studies at Södertörn I worked as a
security guard for G4S where I did jobs involving security at museums as well
as special events.

- Caretaker for Strängnäs Kommun in Åker

- During the period between Södertörns Högskola and Future Games I  worked
as a Caretaker for Strängnäs Kommun where I would take care of old people.
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Internships
- Game Designer at Ion Games in Stockholm

- This game company mainly focuses on board games and as such I was privy
to help with major design for some future board games project they were
undertaking for another company.

- Game Generalist and Marketing at IchigoIchie AB in Stockholm

- I got involved in many different aspects of the project that the company was
working on going from level design, system design and game design, to
marketing, project management as well as asset integration and graphics
adjustment/creation.

Early on in the project I did marketing and research of indie competions to
push the game out to a bigger audience. I created a marketing plan and made
daily Twitter posts as well as found information about numerous events for the
company to take part in.

While doing this I also got familiar with the project and created a few levels for
the main story of the game along with some asset integration for the music
and UI images.

My biggest part however during this project is doing level design for both the
main story as well as extra levels.

Skills


